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Janina Green 
 
Revisiting her hometown, Green’s complex intimacy with Gippsland is 
borne out by a sense of place wherein her ongoing associations and visual 
memories combine in images that are simultaneously romantic, aesthetic, 
confronting and contradictory. Her love of Gippsland’s “pastoral 
splendour” is overlayed with an awareness of labour and poverty, its 
industry with surrounding panoramic vistas. The evidence of the 
photographer’s sensitivity and process is embedded in the work- there is 
an obvious search for pictorialist relief from powerhouses and the 
“cobbled together town”, as she puts it. We see as well her inability to 
shake their effect entirely from the images that are produced. There is a 
sombre tone that pervades these photographs, an observation of hard 
edges within soft subjects, tangled underbrush alongside open spaces and 
the promise of mysterious, almost ominous, destinations. There is also a 
diverse beauty to appreciate that no casual observer could accomplish. 
 
Paul Batt 
 In Escalator Portrait Series 2011, Paul Batt’s strategic viewpoint and immaculate framing has set up a rich context for examining individuals in public places. The geometric and flattened perspective of the escalators provides a minimalist space for the figurative elements within them, accentuating the contrast of shape and form. The composition gives the figures a floating sensation, which at the same time reflects their ascent or descent through the frame. As Batt explains, the space is ultimately a transient one “that isolates the individual”. Singly or in groups, the idea of random yet choreographed movement is achieved as strangers briefly connect with the space, the perambulator and each other. It is hard to resist a narrative interpretation of the body language as we ‘read’ the various stories in passing. Batt sees the contradictory potential of the shopping centre as one of civic focus and private moments, a place to be self-absorbed and also to seek connection, at once banal and intriguing.   
Ana Paula Estrada 
 
If age brings us into being our true selves, Ana Paula Estrada has added 
her considerable ability in picturing it. Estrada has sought out, chatted up 
and listened to the stories of a number of unique Queensland residents 
over the age of 70, establishing an intimacy that she brings out by 
photographing them in spaces that are significant and personal. Estrada 
describes these works as “autobiographical text narrated in a casual 
mode… words extracted from a pleasant chat”.  Yet, the photographs 
contain a visual formality that is opulent and intense, filled with objects 
and surfaces and colour that literally give ‘texture’ to her subjects. The 
work is carefully crafted and sensitively directed, evidence that Estrada 
has established an intimacy and rapport with those she portrays in this 
body of work. Of another time makes reference to the long lives and 





The interstice of practice between still and moving images is at the 
cutting edge of contemporary photomedia. In Grace, Tina Fiveash has 
realised a project that combines, as she says, “the narrative, time-lapse 
and immersive qualities of cinema with the still, reflected nature of 
photography”. By utilising complex lenticular techniques, Fiveash invites 
the viewer to engage with the content of the work by physically 
implicating them in the story. At any time, the observer/actor can alter 
aspects of the illusion, such as pace and direction, pausing and reflecting, 
or privileging certain stills, all of which which adds a sense of freedom 
and engagement. Fiveash evokes dreams and memories through an 
amalgamation of separate images that each add an emotional tone and 
action. The fusion of images through movement establishes meanings in 
the work, but only part of the whole can be seen in any one view, making 
any meaning illusive. 
 
   
  
